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The 050-696 practice exam is written and formatted by Certified Senior IT Professionals working in
today's prospering companies and data centers all over the world! The 050-696 Practice Test covers
all the exam topics and objectives and will prepare you for success quickly and efficiently.
The 050-696 exam is very challenging, but with our 050-696 questions and answers practice exam,
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once you clear the exam you will be able to solve the real life problems yourself.Want to take
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your Novell 050-696 Exam? Let us help you climb that ladder of success and pass your 050-696 now!
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QUESTION: 1.
Click the Exhibit button to begin.

You need to configure a special purpose thermal-transfer printer for your organization.
Because it doesn't have a built-in network interface, you've connected it to LPT1 on
your DA2 server using a parallel cable. The Printer Agents for your organization's
printers are managed by an iPrint Manager and Broker on your DA1 server. You want
to configure the iPrint Manager on DA1 to manage this new printer as well. Will this
configuration work?

A. Yes, all iPrint requirements have been met.
B. No, iPrint isn't compatible with thermal printers.
C. No, the Broker and the Manager can't reside on the same server.
D. No, iPrint can't manage a printer connected to an LPT port on a server.
E. No, locally-connected printers must have the Manager loaded on the local server.

Answer: E

QUESTION: 2.
Your company has four regional offices. You are the overall administrator for the
entire organization. Each regional office has its own network administrator. You allow
yourself and each regional administrator to use the Admin user object to manage the
eDirectory tree. You have configured each user object to require unique passwords and
to limit grace logins to 3. All user objects for temporary employees have an expiration
date assigned to them. Do these policies conform to Novell's security
recommendations.?

A. Yes, all Novell security recommendations have been met.
B. No, you shouldn't allow users objects to have grace logins.
C. No, you shouldn't assign user accounts to temporary employees.
D. No, you shouldn't use multiple network administrators for the same tree.
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E. No, each container administrator should have their own user object with specific
rights assigned.

Answer: E

QUESTION: 3.
When installing OES NetWare, what is the minimum size for the server's DOS
partition?

A. 50 MB
B. 100 MB
C. 200 MB
D. 300 MB
E. 500 MB
F. 750 MB

Answer: E

QUESTION: 4.
Click the Exhibit button to begin.

What is the context of the KTracy user object?

A. CS.DA
B. SLC . DA
C. CS.SLC . DA
D. CORP.SLC . DA
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E. CORP.CS.SLC . DA

Answer: C

QUESTION: 5.
You're designing the eDirectory tree for your company. Your company is composed of
four distinct subsidiary organizations. You decide to create four Organization objects
at the root of your tree to represent each. Each subsidiary has its own Vice President
who is in charge of the organization. You decide to create a user object for each Vice
President in their respective Organization object. Will this design work?

A. Yes, all eDirectory rules have been observed.
B. No, user objects can't reside within an Organization object.
C. No, Organization objects can only reside within Country objects.
D. No, there can only be one Organization object within a given tree.
E. No, Organization objects should not be used to represent subsidiaries.
Organizational Unit objects should be used instead.

Answer: A

QUESTION: 6.
Which is the third file processed as the OES NetWare operating system boots?

A. SERVER.EXE
B. CONFIG . NCF
C. STARTUP.NCF
D. STARTUP.CFG
E. AUTOEXEC . BAT
F. AUTOEXEC . NCF

Answer: C

QUESTION: 7.
User NWadsworth has the ability to change passwords for users in the CORP.SLC .DA
container in the DA-TREE . What should you check to identify where these rights are
coming from? (Choose 3.)

A. Rights granted to Public.
B. Group objects NWadsworth is a member of.
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C. Alias objects associated with NWadsworth.
D. Template objects associated with NWadsworth.
E. Locality objects associated with NWadsworth.
F. Objects that NWadsworth may be security equivalent to.

Answer: A, B, F

QUESTION: 8.
What properties are added to User objects when the eDirectory schema is extended to
support iFolder? (Choose 2.)

A. iFolderQuota
B. iFolderUserName
C. iFolderPassword
D. iFolderLDAPServer
E. iFolderServerName
F. iFolderHomeDirectory

Answer: A, E

QUESTION: 9.
Click the Exhibit button to begin.

The user object DCoughanour is a member of the Techs group. This group has been
assigned Read and File Scan file system rights to the KNOWLEDGE folder. EDIT is a
subdirectory of KNOWLEDGE that contains support files that are waiting to be edited
before being published. An IRF has been placed on this directory that blocks all rights
except for the Supervisor and File Scan rights. User DCoughanour needs access to
these files that will allow him to edit them. His object has an explicit rights
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